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Note on

vSome

Experiments With a Neav Form of Pressure
Regulator.
William Kendrick Hatt.

General.— The writer here records some experiments which were made

under his direction

Engineering Lal)oratory of Pm-due University

in the

on a new apparatus by Mr.

AYill Hull, of

the class of 1901,

who

the details of the apparatus from the suggestion of Mr.

J.

developed
T. Wilkin,

engineer for the Conuersville Blower Company, Connersville, Ind.

The apparatus
and a

(Fig.

flat circular disc,

1)

consists essentially of

an expanding nozzle

against which the jet from the nozzle

the disc being enclosed in a suitable chamber.

The

action

is

is

directed,

similar to

that of the well-known ball nozzle, and the disc replaces the ball.

In case

of the ball nozzle the back pressure forcing the ball against the jet
the pressure of the atmosphere.
Is

enclosed in a chamber, and the back pressure

-water in the chamber.

is

In the apparatus here described the disc

This pressure

is

is

the pressure of the

greater than that in the rapidly

moving sheet of water on the up-stream face of the disc, so that the disc
moves toward the nozzle until equilibrium is established. The disc thus
-automatically throttles the up-stream.

When

this apparatus

is

inserted in a pipe line the pi-essure on the

down-stream face of the disc is preserved fairly constant (within the
limits of the experiments and for certain range of pressure in case of the
apparatus used), while the up-stream pressure varies within wide limits.

The

principle of the apparatus will have an application

whenever

it

is

desired to deliver water at a constant pressure to a machine from a source
of supply subject to fluctuations of pressure. Whether a design of disc

and nozzle could be reached which would regulate the pressure
air or

steam

is

in case of

not determined.

The experiments were initiated with the desire to obtain information
which would serve as a basis for proportioning this apparatus to serve
various conditions of pressure and delivery. The experiments were interrupted before that point was reached. The results obtained and the example are generally interesting and it seems worth while to record them.
Mr. Hull used various combinations of disc and nozzle until he found
the proper combination which would- regulate the pressure used in case
of the apparatus available.
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In brief, he found that a nozzle of form specified In Pig. 2 (called a
14

iiiC'h

nozzle), in

pressure in a

I/2

combination with a 2 inch

flat disc,

would regulate the

inch pipe to the following extent:

The pressure on the down-stream

section of the pipe

was preserved

constant at 2^^ pounds by the action of the disc while the pressure of the

up-stream section varied between 10 to 40 pounds per square inch by gauge
(as

shown on

Fig.

4).
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APPARATUS.
Fig. 1 shows the construction of the apparatus with nozzle, disc, cham-

The fitting of the apparatus for
experimental work is shown in Fig. 3. The two gauges for measuring
the pressures were placed as close as possible to the chamber containing
the disc. The fittings were made with great care. The valves shown were
ber and spider for supporting the disc.

for controlling the pressures used in experimentation.

METHOD OF EXPERIMENT.
The apparatus was attached

to the standpipe of the hydraulic lab-

which Avas controlled by a steam pump. Starting with a given standpipe pressure, say 40 pounds, the water was
oratory, the pressure in

allowed to flow through the apparatus, being throttled by the lower valve
to indicate a

down-stream pressure

the lower gauge.

of,

say

2% pounds

fixed during the test, the lower valve not

per square inch on

was allowed to remain
being disturbed. The up-stream

This down-stream pressure
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pressure

was varied by the use

stream section.

In this

of the upper valve, throttling- the up-

way up-stream

pressures of from 40 pounds per

down by 5 five pounds per square inch steps to the lower
The apparatus discharged into a weighing tank and
limit were effected.
The temperature of the water was taken
the discharge was weighed.
square inch

every minute because this temperature varied greatly throughout the

due to the fact that the standpipe tank was connected
(With respect to the

of a Corliss engine.
results,

it

may be

said that

when

effect of the

tests,

to the condenser

temperature on the

the temperature of the discharge rose

tail

pressure gauge showed a very unsteady pres-

sure, the needle vibrating

with a range of as much as one-half pound.

above the 100°

The

disc

F.,

the

was no doubt

at this time subject to vibrations, which,

the temperature of the water rose to 110°
to cause a musical note.

Under the

F.,

when

were of such frequency as

was too
The movement is
vaporization and condensa-

latter condition the needle

sluggish to respond and remained at a fixed position.

probably connected with alternate periods of

on

tion of the AA'ater

Results.

— The

tlie

upper side of the

disc.)

following combinations of nozzle and disc wei'e used:

One-eighth-inch nozzle, 1-inch disc;

i/8-i"t'li

nozzle,

li/4-inch disc;

%-irich

nozzle, 2-inch disc; 3-ltJ-inch nozzle, 1-inch disc; 3-16-inch nozzle, 1%-inch
disc; 3-16-inch nozzle, 2-inch disc; Vrincli nozzle, 1-inch disc; 14-inch nozzle,

IJ/Mnch disc;

Of

these, the

with the 2-inch

i/4-inch nozzle, 2-inch disc.
i4"i"<'li

disc,

nozzle gave successful results; the 14-inch nozzle,

gave the best

In working the head pressure

would approach a

results.

down toward

critical point at

These are shown

which the difference of pressure became

so slight that the regulating effect ceased and both head

suddenly moved to the same reading.

dropped away from the

.let.

That

is

The

tail

pressure

was

and

tail

disc at this period,

gauges

no doubt,

a certain diffei-ence of pressures

needed to enable the apparatus to work.

came greater as the

in Fig. 4.

the tail pressure the former

is

This difference of pressure be-

increased, as

is

shown

in Fig.

4.

In experiments with the other orifices mentioned the lines shown in
Fig. 4 became straight lines inclined to the horizontal. The hump in Fig. 4
was characterized by an unsteady head pressure.
One disc was bevelled so as to give a constant area of passageway to
the expanding ring of water, that is, it was dished with the deepest

part next to the nozzle.

This disc preserved a constant difference of pres-

sure between the head and

tail

pressures.
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Some experiments were

carried

on with air as the

through the pipes.

With the nozzle and

no governing

in case of these air pressures.

eiifect,

In general

it

may

fluid

passing

discs usetl there appeared to be

be said that the shape of the nozzle has most to

A number

do with the action observed.
used; those most nearly

lil^e

of nozzles of different

form were

that sliown on Fig. 2 gave the best governing

effect.

The

size of the disc affects the results obtained

with any given nozzle.

Two-inch disc gave better results than 1-inch or the

The

li/^-inch disc.

action desired could be obtained with water at a temperature of

75° F. as well as at the higher temperatures.

A

very pretty cylindrical sheet of water could be obtained by remov-

ing the lower part of the casing.
nozzle.

Under these

The

disc acted like the

well-known

conditions, with a head pressure of 40

ball-

pounds and a

nozzle velocity (as figured from the discharge) of 14.6 feet per second,

was found necessary
the

to exert

it

a force of 9 pounds to pull the disc from

jet.

WATER.

